MEMO TO STATE PUBLICATION PROGRAM LIBRARIES
March 1, 2004

The following item has been sent unclassed: New Mexico State University
Summer 2004 Class Schedule.

Also please read the enclosed information about the Digital Archive shiplist
which will now become Part 3 of the shiplist.

Memo From Marci:

Please take notice that in this shipment you have the CD of “Learning to Xeriscape: A
Hand-On, Problem Solving Curriculum for Mid- and High-School Students”.
Should your patrons be interested in using the curriculum it is also online at
http://www.seo.state.nm.us/water-
info/conservation/LearningXeriscape/LearningXeriscape.html and can be printed out in
paper format. The curriculum’s “Correlation to State of New Mexico Department of
Education Content Standards, Benchmarks, and Performance Standards” at
http://www.seo.state.nm.us/water-info/conservation/learningxeriscape.pdf in case patrons
want to know how the curriculum fulfills the State Department of Education’s curriculum
standards and requirements. This is one of the publications that Cheri Vogel spoke to us
about at our annual meeting and it is also mentioned in the latest edition of “Hot Docs” in
the Hitchhiker. We also voted some of the accompanying State Engineers Office’s
publications, “Xeriscape” and “Enchanted Xeriscape”, as notable state documents this
year.

Also included is the 2003 annual report from the Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department- “New Mexico’s Natural Resources 2003”. We voted last year’s
NMEMNRD’s annual report another one of last year’s notable documents.

Marci Smith 476-9716 Msmith@stlib.state.nm.us
Eleanore (Ellie) Voutselas 476-9731 elliev@stlib.state.nm.us
Monica Villaire-Garcia 476-9736 monica@stlib.state.nm.us
Archaeological investigation of two multicomponent sites along Interstate 40, near the State Road 6 exit, Cibola County, New Mexico.
NM F 701.46:253
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5
OCLC#53958185
ITEMS: 1
1. Salvage archaeology--New Mexico--Cibola County.
2. Excavations (Archaeology)--New Mexico--Cibola County.
4. Human remains (Archaeology)--New Mexico--Cibola County.
5. Cibola County (N.M.)--Antiquities.

Occupation of the Glorieta Valley in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries: excavations at LA 76138, LA 76140, and LA 99029.
NM F 701.46:262
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5
OCLC#53958432
ITEMS: 1
1. Salvage archaeology--New Mexico--Santa Fe County.
2. Excavations (Archaeology)--New Mexico--Santa Fe County.
4. European Americans--Antiquities.
5. Spanish Americans--Antiquities.
6. Santa Fe County (N.M.)--Antiquities.

New Mexico State University. Cooperative Extension Service.
Control your diabetes for life.
NM X 313.42:569 A thru I
LIMITED COPIES:
OCLC#53808021
ITEMS: 10
Also available on the web at:
http://www.cahe.nmsu.edu/spanish.html
1. Diabetes--New Mexico.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY. COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE.
Controle la diabetes durante toda su vida.
NM X 313.42:569 A thru I/Spa.
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53808015 ITEMS: 10
Also available on the web at:
http://www.cahe.nmsu.edu/spanish.html
1. Diabetes--New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION GROUP.
A rationale for maintaining the double containment requirement for plutonium shipments.
NM H 600.46:89
ISSUE: [2003].
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#53979314 ITEMS: 1
1. Radioactive waters--Transportation--Safety measures.
2. Plutonium--Transportation--Safety measures.
3. Alpha-bearing wastes--Transportation--Safety measures.
4. Radioactive wastes--Packing.
5. Radioactive waste disposal--Risk assessment--New Mexico--Carlsbad Region.
6. Radioactive waste disposal in the ground--Environmental aspects--New Mexico--Carlsbad Region.

NEW MEXICO. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION GROUP.
Application of beryllium-7 and lead-210 concentration measurements to monitoring the validity
of effluent air sampling at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
NM H 600.46:88
ISSUE: [2003].
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#53908651 ITEMS: 1
2. Air quality monitoring stations--New Mexico--Carlsbad Region--Evaluation.
3. Radioactive waste disposal--Risk assessment--New Mexico--Carlsbad Region.
4. Environmental monitoring--New Mexico--Carlsbad Region.
NEW MEXICO. STATE ENGINEER OFFICE. WATER USE AND CONSERVATION BUREAU.
Learning to xeriscape: a hands-on, problem-solving curriculum for mid- and high-school students: correlation to State of New Mexico Department of Education content standards, benchmarks, and performance standards.
NM X 901.81:L 43/2
ISSUE: [2002].
LIMITED COPIES: LC-6 OCLC#53081299 ITEMS: 1
1. Xeriscaping--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
2. Water use--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
3. Water conservation--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
4. Education, Secondary--Curricula--New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO. STATE ENGINEER OFFICE. WATER USE AND CONSERVATION BUREAU.
Learning to xeriscape: a hands-on, problem-solving curriculum for mid- and high-school students.
NM X 901.81:L 43
LIMITED COPIES: LC-6 OCLC#53081270 ITEMS: 1
1. Xeriscaping--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
2. Xeriscaping--New Mexico--Problems, exercises, etc.
3. Water use--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
4. Water conservation--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
5. Education, Secondary--Curricula--New Mexico.
NEW MEXICO. STATE ENGINEER OFFICE. WATER USE AND CONSERVATION BUREAU.
NM X 901.81:L 43/cdrom
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53081291 ITEMS: 1
This CD is pdf format and requires Adobe Acrobat to read. To download a free copy of Adobe Acrobat, go to:
www.adobe.com
1. Xeriscaping--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
2. Xeriscaping--New Mexico--Problems, exercises, etc.
3. Water use--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
4. Water conservation--Study and teaching (Secondary)--New Mexico.
5. Education, Secondary--Curricula--New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO. STATE HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPT.
Across the desert floor : cultural resource investigations along US 54 Otero County, New Mexico.
NM Z 100.43:2002-1/vol. 1,2
ISSUE: Vol. 1,2 2002.
LIMITED COPIES: LC-15 OCLC#53958343 ITEMS: 2
Vol. 1 Context and site descriptions -- Vol. 2 Analyses.
1. Excavations (Archaeology)--New Mexico--Otero County.
2. Salvage archaeology--New Mexico--Otero County.
3. Pueblo Indians--New Mexico--Otero County--Antiquities.
4. Mogollon culture--New Mexico--Otero County--Antiquities.
5. Mogollon Indians--New Mexico--Otero County--Antiquities.
SERIALS:

MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO.
El palacio.
NM F 701.91:108-2,3,4
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#1641774 ITEMS: 3
1. New Mexico--Antiquities--Periodicals.
2. Southwest, New--Antiquities--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO EDUCATIONAL RETIREMENT BOARD.
Watermark inventory.
NM D 461.14:A 64/2003-8,9
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#40828066 ITEMS: 2
1. Teachers--New Mexico--Salaries, pensions, etc.--Periodicals.
2. Investment of public funds--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION.
Selected health professionals in New Mexico : the New Mexico Geographic Access Data System : ... report.
NM H 204.71:S 46/2003
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53874219 ITEMS: 1
Also available on the web under the title of: GADS report 2003, selected health professionals in NM, at:
http://hpc.state.nm.us/reports/
1. Medical personnel--New Mexico--Periodicals.
2. Geographic information systems--New Mexico--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION. HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM.
Annual report of … hospital inpatient discharge data (HIDD).
NM H 201.4:H 82/2001
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#41183295 ITEMS: 1
1. Hospital patients--New Mexico--Statistics--Periodicals.
2. Hospital utilization--New Mexico--Statistics--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY.
Minutes.
NM P 110.19:2003-9/18
LIMITED COPIES: LC-20 OCLC#47122548 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico Law Enforcement Academy--Periodicals.
2. Law enforcement--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO MAGAZINE (FIRM).
New Mexico magazine.
NM T 502.91:82-3
ISSUE: Vol. 82, no. 3 March 2004.
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 1

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE.
Timetracks.
NM F 705.91:25-1
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#21317254 ITEMS: 1
1. Natural history museums--New Mexico--Albuquerque--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY. INFORMATION SERVICES.
Page one.
NM F 201.95:P 13/40-4
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#06702345 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico State University.

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY. RANGE SCIENCE HERBARIUM.
The New Mexico botanist.
NM F 201.96:B 68/no. 29
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#33418866 ITEMS: 1
1. Botany--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO WORKERS' COMPENSATION ADMINISTRATION.
Annual report for … .
NM V 610.1:2002
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#27212250 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico Workers' Compensation Administration--Periodicals.
2. Workers' compensation--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. AGING AND LONG-TERM CARE DEPT.
New Mexico Long-Term Care Ombudsman State Program report : state fiscal years … .
NM H 801.1:L 84/2001-03
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53876648 ITEMS: 1
Also available on the web at:
http://www.nmaging.state.nm.us/longterm.html
1. New Mexico. Long Term Care Ombudsman Program--Periodicals.
2. Old age assistance--New Mexico--Periodicals.
3. Aged--New Mexico--Periodicals.
4. Aged--Legal status, laws, etc.--New Mexico--Periodicals.
5. Long-term care facilities--New Mexico--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO. ARTS DIVISION.
Artspeak.
NM F 811.91:2004-Winter
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#45537273 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Arts Division--Periodicals.
2. Arts--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. AVIATION DIVISION.
Fly New Mexico.
NM T 831.91:f 64/2003-Fall
ISSUE: Fall 2003.
LIMITED COPIES: LC-25 OCLC#40849875 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Aviation Division--Periodicals.
2. Transportation--New Mexico--Periodicals.
3. Aeronautics--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. BOARD OF DENTAL HEALTH CARE.
Regular business meeting.
NM R 417.19:2002-7/26+27, 10/11; 2003-7/18+19, 9/8
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#39451685 ITEMS: 4
1. New Mexico. Board of Dental Health Care--Periodicals.
2. Dental public health--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. BOARD OF PHARMACY.
Minutes.
NM R 457.19:2003-9/22+23
LIMITED COPIES: LC-25 OCLC#19901747 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Board of Pharmacy--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO. BOARD OF VETERINARY MEDICINE.
Regular board meeting.
NM R 489.19:2003-6/6+7, 7/25, 8/28
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#30389982 ITEMS: 3
1. New Mexico. Board of Veterinary Medicine--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS.
New Mexico labor market report.
NM V 101.91:32-11
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 1

NEW MEXICO. BUREAU OF VITAL RECORDS & HEALTH STATISTICS.
New Mexico health statistics.
NM H 204.15:H 43/2003-11,12
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#25312781 ITEMS: 2

NEW MEXICO. CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES DEPT.
Annual report for the … fiscal year.
NM H 900.1:2003
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#30048213 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Children, Youth and Families Dept.--Periodicals.
2. Family services--New Mexico--Periodicals.
3. Children--Services for--New Mexico--Periodicals.
NEW MEXICO. COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND. STATE REHABILITATION COUNCIL.
Annual report.
NM F 421.1:2000-01; 2002
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53876676 ITEMS: 2
2. People with visual disabilities--Employment--New Mexico--Periodicals.
3. People with visual disabilities--Rehabilitation--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS.
Sale of oil and gas leases
NM X 101.5:O 39/2003-12/16; 2004-1/20
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 ITEMS: 2

NEW MEXICO. DENTAL HYGIENIST COMMITTEE.
Regular business meeting.
NM R 417.19:D 41/2002-7/26, 10/11; 2003-7/18
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#43438110 ITEMS: 3
1. New Mexico. Dental Hygienist Committee--Periodicals.
2. Dental hygienists--New Mexico--Periodicals.
3. Dental public health--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. DEPT. OF GAME AND FISH.
Small fry tails.
NM X 251.93:2-1 (2003)
ISSUE: Vol. 2, no. 1 [2003].
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53874367 ITEMS: 1
1. Children--New Mexico--Juvenile literature--Periodicals.
NEW MEXICO. DEPT. OF TOURISM.
Governor's conference … report.
NM T 503.91:G 72
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#53867385
ITEMS: 1
1. Tourism--New Mexico--Periodicals.
2. Tourists--New Mexico--Statistics--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. ENERGY, MINERALS AND NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT.
New Mexico's natural resources, data and statistics for … .
NM X 800.1:R 43/2002
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#43387580
ITEMS: 1
Current issue available on the web at:
http://www.emnrd.state.nm.us/Mining/ResRpt/default.htm
1. Power resources--New Mexico--Periodicals.
2. Mines and mineral resources--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. GAMING CONTROL BOARD.
Insight.
NM R 201.91:I 59/5-6
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#41554368
ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Gaming Control Board--Periodicals.
2. Gambling on Indian reservations--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. INCOME SUPPORT DIVISION.
Monthly statistical report.
NM H 101.15:I 37/2003-11,12
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#4288811
ITEMS: 2
1. Public welfare--New Mexico--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. COMMISSION.
Annual report.
NM A 685.1:M 38/2003
LIMITED COPIES: LC-25 OCLC#31807115 ITEMS: 1
1. King, Martin Luther, Jr., 1929-1968--Anniversaries, etc.--Periodicals.
2. New Mexico--Martin Luther King, Jr. Commission--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. OFFICE OF EPIDEMIOLOGY.
New Mexico epidemiology report.
NM H 201.91:2003-8; 2004-1
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 2

NEW MEXICO. RESPIRATORY CARE ADVISORY BOARD.
Regulation respirator.
NM R 700.91:R 34/2-4
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#0952030 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. Respiratory Care Advisory Board--Periodicals.
2. Respiratory therapists--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. REVENUE DIVISION.
Gasoline acquisition report.
NM d 801.19:9,10,11
LIMITED COPIES: LC-3 OCLC#4412499 ITEMS: 3
1. Motor fuels--Taxation--New Mexico--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO. STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY.
Minutes.
NM R 101.19:2003-10/24
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#19591549 ITEMS: 1
1. New Mexico. State Board of Public Accountancy--Periodicals.
2. Finance, Public--Accounting--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. STATE ENGINEER OFFICE.
Water wise : community brief.
NM X 901.71:W 32/1-3
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 1

NEW MEXICO. STATE HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPT. PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS AND ENGINEERS SECTION.
Apparent low bidders.
NM Z 100.81:A 64/2003-12/19; 2003-1/16
LIMITED COPIES: LC-3 OCLC#29942828 ITEMS: 2
1. Road construction contracts--New Mexico--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. STATE PERSONNEL BOARD.
State Personnel Board minutes.
NM C 401.19:2003-1/24, 3/7, 4/25, 6/6, 7/18, 8/29
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#48230180 ITEMS: 6
1. New Mexico. State Personnel Board.
2. Civil service--New Mexico--Personnel management--Periodicals.
SERIALS:

NEW MEXICO. STATE PERSONNEL BOARD.
State Personnel Board minutes.
NM C 401.19:2002-10/4, 12/6
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#48230180 ITEMS: 2
1. New Mexico. State Personnel Board.
2. Civil service--New Mexico--Personnel management--Periodicals.

NEW MEXICO. TRAFFIC SAFETY BUREAU.
Traffic safety news.
NM P 521.93:2003-12
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 1

NEW MEXICO. HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION.
New Mexico preservation.
NM F 709.91:18-6 (Annual Report)
LIMITED COPIES: ITEMS: 1

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. GENERAL LIBRARY. GOVERNMENT INFORMATION DEPT.
Government information newsletter.
NM F 101.99:G 72/2003-11+12
LIMITED COPIES: OCLC#31351423 ITEMS: 1
1. University of New Mexico--Periodicals.
Natural resources journal.

ISSUE: Vol. 43, No. 2 Spring 2003.
LIMITED COPIES: LC-5 OCLC#1759480 ITEMS: 1

1. Natural resources--Law and legislation--United States--Periodicals.
2. Environmental law--United States--Periodicals.
Dear Depository Librarians-

In this shipment you will find our first Digital Archive Shiplist. It is a separate shiplist per our discussions at the Annual Meeting in November. You should therefore have a serials, a monograph and a digital archive ship list in this month’s shipment.

These records on the Digital Archive shiplist should be treated as any other OCLC record that you use for cataloging State Documents. Simply download the OCLC records into your catalog. Your patrons should then be able to access the full text state documents from your OPAC. No shelving or labeling involved! However, in order for all this to work your OPAC must be web accessible and have the 856 link turned on.

Of course, things, particularly technical things, do not always work the way they are supposed to, so please let us know if you have problems downloading these records into your catalogs and/or if you have problems then accessing the documents through your patrons OPAC.

We have included only a few digitally archived monographs in this ship list to get started. This is a trial ship list in that no depository libraries are required to add these items to their collections, at this point, as part of their depository obligations. Nor will you be required to do so in the coming calendar year. We are very interested in those of you who do add them to your collections and how it works, however, so please contact me and/or Ellie with what you experience. We will attempt a digital archive ship list with serials at a later date and will be including a digital Archive monograph shiplist in most future documents shipments.

I would also like to hear from those of you who do not download the new documents items into you catalog and your reasons for not doing so at this time. If you are not currently using OCLC records for cataloging your state documents, perhaps this is the time to start. We have spoken already with a few of you about this and are ready for subsequent discussions on how to get started. Just let me or Ellie know when you want to talk more or have us visit again.

On some of our visits around the state, the subject of weeding these electronic documents came up in relation to the concern of over the years having too many electronic documents cluttering up one’s OPAC. These digitally archived documents can be weeded just like any other state documents according to our weeding guidelines, which say that items must be kept for 5 years. We will discuss weeding polices as they are affected by these digitally archived documents in the future, but rest assured, you can weed them out just like any other document that you weed from the shelves when the time is right.

For examples of digitally archived items already in our catalog and that will be accessible from your catalogs when you download these records, go to the State library’s catalog SALSA at http://www.stib.state.nm.us and look up the items that are listed on the Digital Archive ship list.

Again, we here at the state library are available for consultations and visits, even if we have already visited you this year, in order to work with you on integrating these items into you catalogs.

Marci  505-476-9716  msmith@stlib.state.nm.us
Ellie  505-476-9631  elliev@stlib.state.nm.us
Assessment of flow conditions and seepage on the Rio Grande and adjacent channels, Isleta to San Marcial [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. INTERSTATE STREAM COMMISSION.
Web only OCLC#53253995
3. Rivers--New Mexico.

CYFD adoption guidebook [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES DEPT.
Web only OCLC#53140056
1. Adoption--New Mexico--Handbooks, manuals, etc.
2. Children--Services for--New Mexico.
3. Youth--Services for--New Mexico.

Elk regional management information [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. DEPT. OF GAME AND FISH.
Web only OCLC#52906043
1. Elk--New Mexico.
2. Wildlife management--New Mexico.
Final report [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN TASK FORCE.
Web only OCLC#52538018
1. Women--Violence against--New Mexico.
2. Women--Crimes against--New Mexico.
3. Women--Legal status, laws, etc.--New Mexico.
4. Family violence--New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO. STATE ENGINEER OFFICE.
Web only OCLC#53316336
1. Hydrographic surveying--New Mexico--Rincon Valley.
2. Hydrographic surveying--New Mexico--Rincon Valley--Maps.
3. Hydrography--New Mexico--Rincon Valley.
4. Wells--New Mexico--Rincon Valley--Maps.
5. Rivers--New Mexico.
6. Watersheds--New Mexico.

Long-range plan for the management of wild turkey in New Mexico, 2001-2005 [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. DEPT. OF GAME AND FISH.
Web only OCLC#52906145
1. Wild turkey--New Mexico.
2. Wildlife management--New Mexico.

Operational plan for the management New Mexico elk [electronic resource].
NEW MEXICO. DEPT. OF GAME AND FISH.
Web only OCLC#52906422 2001.
1. Elk--New Mexico.
2. Wildlife management--New Mexico.